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ABSTRACT
Steering micro objects using acoustic radiation forces is challenging for several reasons:
resonators tend to create fixed force distributions that depend primarily on device geometry,
and even when using switching schemes, the forces are hard to predict a-priori. In this paper
an active approach is developed that measures forces from a range of acoustic resonances
during manipulation using a computer controlled feedback loop based in MATLAB, with a
microscope camera for particle imaging. The arrangement uses a planar resonator where the
axial radiation force is used to hold particles within a levitation plane. Manipulation is
achieved by summing the levitation frequency with an algorithmically chosen second
resonance frequency, which creates lateral forces derived from gradients in the kinetic energy
density of the acoustic field. Apart from identifying likely resonances, the system does not
require a-priori knowledge of the structure of the acoustic force field created by each
resonance. Manipulation of 10 µm microbeads is demonstrated over 100s µm. Manipulation
times are of order 10 seconds for paths of 200 µm length. The microfluidic device used in this
work is a rectangular glass capillary with a 6 mm wide and 300 µm high fluid chamber.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, manipulating micro particles and cells using an acoustic radiation forces
– acoustofluidics - has found numerous applications in lab-on-chip devices1. Potentially useful
manipulation operations include bringing cells to specific positions, bringing cells or cells and
microbeads together and the control of motile organisms for observation. A comprehensive
review and critical analysis of both static and dynamic manipulation strategies and
implementation is presented by Drinkwater2. We refer the reader to Drinkwater, and present
a simpler outline here. Potential applications include re-configurable cell manipulation
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devices for research assays, configurable diagnostic devices, and the tissue engineering. Early
devices typically trapped or focussed particles towards locations that were fixed, and dictated
by the modes dependent on device geometry

3,4

. A number of approaches have been

explored to create flexible manipulation devices that are able to dynamically modulate
trapping positions. One option is to switch between resonant modes to create trapping
positions that form a continuum of positions, to either translate particles through a range of
positions

5-8

or to create a new fixed manipulation position 9. An alternative, analogous to

optical tweezing, is to use higher frequency systems that form a localised focus and translate
the manipulation chamber relative to the transducer 10-12.
The standing wave pattern that determines trapping locations can be considered a
superposition of two counter propagating waves. By aligning transducers at an oblique angle
13,14

, utilising transducers that minimise reflections 15, or relying on absorption 16, systems can

be created that allow each of these components to be independently created with arbitrary
phase differences. Thus by modulating the phase difference arbitrary trapping positions can
be attained.
Extending this work to circular 2D arrays of transducers, more complex acoustic fields can be
created, including acoustic vortices, which contain pressure minima at their centres17,18. This
is useful since acoustic forces often direct particles towards these locations. Other more
complex array based schemes have also been explored in air based resonators

19

, though

these go beyond the scope of the current study.
An alternative to controlling the pressure node position is to exploit the kinetic energy
gradient contribution to the radiation force (see next section), which tends to move particles
levitated in a 2D pressure node to regions of maximum acoustic velocity. This movement can
3

be effected by arrays of transducers

20,21

, or simply by changing the resonance frequency

employed as there are often a number of closely spaced resonances around the half-wave
resonance of a planar resonator22-24.
Our work was initially inspired by Armani et al.25, who demonstrated the control of particles
in a microfluidic system. An algorithm uses camera-based feedback to selectively actuate
electro-osmotically driven flows to manipulate multiple particles simultaneously. Our work
also has similarity to the manipulation of multiple small objects sitting on a Chladni plate in
air as described by Zhou et al.26. In this paper, which also uses camera feedback, it was the
predictable motion resulting from impacts with the vibrating plate, actuated at various
frequencies that provided the particle motion.
In this paper, we present a control system that uses radiation forces (and potentially acoustic
streaming too) to manipulate particles levitated in a half-wave resonator. A
microscope/camera arrangement images the position of particles, and applies a control
algorithm based on a PC to actuate a PZT transducer that can excite a number of different
acoustic modes within the resonant manipulation chamber. The frequencies of the modes
are determined in advance, but the forces that result from them are assessed and used
dynamically without prior knowledge of their magnitude or direction.

II. BACKGROUND
As an acoustic wave travels back and forth throughout the chamber of a planar microfluidic
device, it creates a standing wave. Due to non-linear effects, there is a small non-zero time
average force on particles, the acoustic radiation force27. These forces depend on the
properties of the particle as well as the shape and amplitude of the acoustic field. The force
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on a small (compared to the wavelength) particle is given (in a non-viscous approximation) by
the following gradient 28:

𝐹 = ∇ ((

3(𝜌𝑝 –𝜌𝑓 )
(2𝜌𝑝 +𝜌𝑓 )
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where F is the time averaged force on a particle of volume V, and 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 and 𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑡 are the kinetic
and potential energy densities respectively, which are functions of acoustic velocity
magnitude u and acoustic pressure field p, and the brackets 〈… 〉 denote the time average.
The particle and fluid densities are 𝜌𝑝 and 𝜌𝑓 , while 𝛽𝑝 and 𝛽𝑓 are the particle and fluid
compressibilities.
It can be seen that there are two terms that contribute to the force, based on gradients of the
kinetic and potential energy densities which (for particles less compressible and denser than
the surrounding fluid) direct particles towards acoustic velocity antinodes and pressure nodes
respectively (in 2D and 3D standing wave fields, the pressure nodes and velocity anti-nodes
are not necessarily coincident29). In planar resonators it is convenient to decompose the
primary acoustic radiation forces into two components, the axial and lateral component. The
axial force, which is aligned with the standing wave direction, has contributions from both
terms of equation (1), and in a half-wave system tends to levitate particles at the pressure
node (which is also approximately coincident with the velocity antinode when the system
5

approximates a 1D resonance) at the chamber centre. In the plane of the pressure node,
which may undulate30, there are no gradients in the potential energy term, and it is only
gradients in the kinetic energy which give rise to the lateral component24. In this work the
levitation position of particles may vary depending on the precise mode that is excited, thus
forces from gradients in both terms are likely to act. Additionally, acoustic streaming31 could
potentially be present and put to use for manipulation (though in the device presented in this
paper, we found that this is a weak effect). Half-wave resonators, as described here, refer to
planar resonator structures whose fluid layer height is one half-wavelength. They are typically
efficient, and relatively simple to fabricate23.

III. MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE
We created a device based on a rectangular glass capillary (ID 0.3 x 6 x 50 mm; Vitrocom, NJ,
USA). A PZT (1 x 6.6 x 25 mm, PZ26, Ferroperm) transducer was coupled to the glass capillary
using epoxy adhesive (Epoxy 301 Epotek Billerica, MA, USA). The capillary has advantages of
mechanical stability, and also lower losses compared to devices with more damping or thicker
chamber walls, which will tend to reduce heating effects32,33.
The glass capillary was found to create strong lateral modes (and hence forces) across the
width of the device(the y coordinate in Figure 1), but relatively less useful forces in the x
direction along its length. In order to create modes with forces in the x direction, the
transducer was configured with cuts across both the top and bottom electrode surfaces as
shown in
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Figure 1; this divided the transducer into two separate regions, creating asymmetry such that
modes created by activating just one of the regions had useful forces in the length direction.
It was found that in the area between the two electrode regions there was insufficient
levitation forces, so the results in this paper are presented for a manipulation region above
the left transducer that is 1 mm away from the cut and 2.7 mm from the capillary sidewalls.
Resonances were found by examining the electrical impedance spectrum of the device and
exploring the motion of particles at frequencies that exhibited an impedance minimum.
Useful resonances were found at: 2.48, 2.536, 2.568, 2.814 and 2.382 MHz (hereafter referred
to as resonances or frequencies 1-5). These modes were used for lateral manipulation. The
close proximity of these modes does, however, create some sensitivity to temperature
variations. The strong half-wavelength resonance found at 2.382 MHz was also used for
background levitation, and was applied simultaneously (see section IV) with the manipulating
resonances. This mode was applied at lower amplitude for the background levitation,
compared to the higher amplitudes used when the lateral forces it produced were required
for manipulation.
Measuring the acoustic pressure amplitude within the resonant cavity is difficult due to the
confined space. The acoustic pressure amplitude inside the capillary for a given drive voltage
was found by balancing the weight of a 10 µm fluorescent polystyrene bead against the
acoustic radiation force in the manner described by Spengler et al.34. For the levitation mode
at 2.382 MHz, acoustic pressure was found to be related to drive voltage applied to the PZT
by a factor of 31 kPa/Vpp.

IV. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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Figure 2 shows the layout of the system hardware. A USB microscope camera (Thorlabs
DCC1645C) uses a 10× objective and FITC emission fluorescence filter (Thorlabs MF530-43) to
visualise fluorescent microspheres (Fluoresbrite YG 10 µm, polysciences) that are illuminated
by a royal blue 1W LED (Lumileds, Luxeon Rebel Star, 440-450 nm).
The camera is connected to a Windows PC that uses MATLAB to execute the control
algorithm. Output from the program is routed via a USB digital IO board (NI, USB-6002). This
board controls two devices: a) analogue switches (VO14642AT, Vishay Semiconductors) that
control which of the transducer regions are activated; and (b) a microcontroller (Arduino
UNO) which in turn communicates with two DDS (direct digital synthesis) modules (Analogue
devices, AD9850). The Arduinos are preloaded with the required frequencies (determined in
advance by examining the impedance spectrum of the transducers and selecting modes that
are observed to offer a useful range of forces), and are able to rapidly change the outputs of
the DDS modules depending on control signals from the IO board.
It was found that variable latencies between program commands and corresponding changes
in USB controller outputs caused errors in the requested pulse length of ± 5.3 ms, contributing
in part to the errors discussed in Section VII. By keeping pulse lengths to more than 100 ms,
these errors were kept reasonably small. The camera exposure time was set to 25 ms, and
there was a total delay of 150 ms between issuing a command to capture an image and the
data being uploaded and available to the program.
One of the DDS modules is used to create a background levitation field (𝑭𝒍𝒆𝒗 ) while the second
is used to switch between different resonances to carry out the lateral manipulation of the
levitated beads (𝑭𝒍𝒂𝒕 ). The two signals are combined by a custom summing amplifier (based
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on Analogue devices, LT1210). The output amplitudes of the two components are kept fixed
at 1.5 and 20 Vpp for the levitation and manipulation frequencies respectively.
In order to prevent small fluidic flows occurring during levitation that would interfere with
the manipulation, a 6-port valve is used to connect the inlet and outlet ports of the device
together after the initial introduction of the sample containing the beads. This equalises
hydrostatic pressures and results in drift rates lower than 1 µm/s.
The camera, pentaprism mirror, fluorescence filter and objective are arranged as shown in
Figure 2. Rather than using an expensive microscope, the results presented here were
collected from an arrangement that held the imaging components in alignment through a
custom laser cut acrylic and 3D printed holder. This arrangement is likely to be more sensitive
to vibrations than a conventional microscope, however the steering algorithm was robust to
these. (See the next section for how the algorithm deals with this noise in the location
measurement).

V. STEERING ALGORITHM
The control algorithm is coded in MATLAB, and follows the outline shown in Figure 3, which
is common to both alternative methods discussed here. At the beginning of the manipulation
run, a series of 20 images are taken, and the positional measurement accuracy is estimated
based on the variation in bead position (resulting primarily from vibration in the system).
Typically, this is of order ±1 µm.
A key feature of the acoustic field is that the forces created tend to vary at a scale of O(λ/4)
or longer. Thus, if during a test step the particle travels too far from its initial position there
will be some error between the predicted force (based on the initial position) and the actual
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force created when the resonance is applied starting from the perturbed position. The control
algorithms make a linear approximation: that the result of a longer pulse of a resonant
frequency will create a particle displacement of a correspondingly longer distance, but in the
same direction. By keeping the intended step size small, the effect of the actual non-linearity
is reduced. Figure 4 illustrates the measurement process, showing how during the
measurement phase the bead makes small movements from its initial one (positions 𝑃1−5 ) as
the resonances are tried in turn.
During measurement phases, the pre-determined set of resonance frequencies are initially
tested with a pulse length of 100 ms. Based on the measurements of vibration amplitudes
carried out at the beginning of the run and the observed displacement, the predicted error
from this source is calculated. If this error is greater than 50 % (i.e. only a small displacement
is seen compared to the estimated vibrational noise level) then the measurement is repeated
with pulse length calculated to give a 30% measurement error. If more than 2 secs is required,
that resonance is ignored for the step. If this error is lower than 10 %

(i.e. the resulting

displacement over the measurement step is relatively large) a shorter pulse length is used in
for the same frequency in the next measurement step, subject to a minimum pulse length of
100 ms. This strikes a balance between testing the available forces with larger pulses of the
resonant frequencies (more accurate) versus shorter pulses (which perturb the manipulation
track less).
After the measurement phase, the algorithm chooses which resonance, or combination of
resonances, is most suitable and applies it to create movement along the manipulation track.
The algorithm continues until either the bead is within 10 µm of the target or (as occasionally
happens) the bead is lost from the field of view.
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Finding the bead’s position accurately and quickly is crucial for a successful and rapid
manipulation. Speed is achieved by initially searching for particles close to their predicted
position by feeding a cropped image to the MATLAB ‘imfindcircles()’ function which
implements a Hough transform. If the particle is not found, a wider region is searched. This
approach also helps avoid tracking the wrong particle when more than one is present
(although in the current study we typically try to work with only one particle present). Image
processing typically takes around 30 ms.

VI. STEERING METHODS

Two alternative implementations are explored here: 1) The combined forces method (CFM)
and 2) The Direct method (DM). The two alternatives trade off accuracy through more
rigorous measurement (CFM) against speed through less testing (DM).
It was found that in the active region there was typically a correspondence between the
direction of the lateral forces and which transducer was activated, thus the control algorithm
chose which transducer to activate based on the direction of the required force. However,
since the algorithm measures forces dynamically this simply increased the chance of a suitable
force being found without needing to test all possible combinations at each step.
Thus, in both approaches, the choice of which transducer to activate (see Figure 2) is given
by:
-45° < (desired direction) < 45° PZT1 actuated;
135° < (desired direction) < 225°
Other cases:

PZT2 actuated;
both PZT1 and PZT2.
11

where the angular direction is measured from the x-axis (as defined in Figure 1
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Figure 1). The desired direction is the target direction measured from the particle current
position. In other words, if the desired direction is in the left or right quadrants, just one
transducer is activated (based on the prior knowledge that this tends to produce x-directed
motion of the correct direction), while if the desired direction is predominantly y-directed
then both are used.

A. Combined Forces Method (CFM)
In this approach, the available forces are tested (Figure 3, step 4) after each larger shift step
(step 5). After testing, two forces are chosen that when applied sequentially are predicted to
produce a net displacement in the direction of the desired target. The algorithm chooses the
appropriate forces by finding the nearest pair of clockwise and anticlockwise from the desired
direction. Pulse lengths are chosen to create a predicted step of 25 µm (except under the
special condition b), described in the next paragraph). With the current setup this is achieved
by applying each force in turn without imaging to find bead position between them.
The following special conditions apply:
a) If the combination of forces required includes using a force that is more than 86° from the
target direction, then just a single force is used, choosing the one closest to the required
direction. (The angular threshold is an arbitrary choice, chosen to be slightly less than 90°)
b) If neither of the forces are within 86° then the closest available force is used with a smaller
step size of 12.5 µm. Although the resulting step is not directly towards the target, there is a
chance that a more suitable force will be found after this step.
c) If the particle is within 25 µm of the target, no more measurement steps are taken, and the
pulse length is set to achieve a predicted step of half the remaining distance.
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Statistical results from a large number of runs are presented in the next section, but we first
present an example run to illustrate the process. A bead is manipulated over a 200 µm
distance, with the conditions at each step along the way shown in Table 1. Figure 5(a) shows
the trajectory. The manipulation stops at a distance of 6.43 µm from the target (red circle)
after a total manipulation time 9.35 seconds.
Table 1 includes a measure of how much displacement is created during the measurement
phase (of testing each of the available forces in turn). It can be seen that this distance is
significant, however reducing it tends to increase the measurement errors (due to reduced
signal to noise, the noise being the result of unwanted vibrations). See section V for
discussion of this.
As shown in Figure 5 (b) and (c), the steering system measures the forces available at each
step. For example, for the first step, the available five forces have directions: 332.3, 80.2,
114.5, 263.5 and 309.3 degrees respectively. As the required direction towards the target for
this step is 0 degrees, the steering algorithm chooses forces 1 & 2, the nearest to this direction
in the anticlockwise and clockwise directions and applies them sequentially, for 947 and 213
ms respectively, aiming to achieve a step of 25 µm in the required direction (the total step
time is longer than this as time is required for the imaging). Note that no image is taken by
the system between these two actuations. This is repeated at each step until the bead is
within 10 µm of the target. The advantage of combining forces in this method are clearer in
steps (such as step 1), when the available forces only have small components in the desired
direction.
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B. Direct method (DM)
In order to create faster manipulation times and to take advantage of the knowledge that
acoustic forces only vary over distances of order λ/4 or greater, this method measures the
available forces less often. After the initial measurement step, the force that is closest to the
desired direction is chosen. If the selected force is within 0.5 radians (28.6 degrees) of the
required direction then an actuation pulse is applied for a time that is calculated to give a 25
µm displacement. The value of this angular threshold was an arbitrary choice that gave
reasonable results; further study could investigate optimising it. However, if the difference is
more than this then the system aims for only 12.5 µm per step. This is in order to allow for
the possibility of more suitable forces in subsequent steps. The requested distance is also
reduced to half the target distance if the bead is closer than 50 µm to the target (and at this
range, further measurements are not taken, relying instead on the last measurement phase).
In subsequent steps, the forces are not measured again unless the distance to the last
measurement point is more than 25 µm. Instead, the algorithm stores the values previously
measured in a table and uses these. After each movement step, the entry in the table for the
force that was used is updated to reflect the actual force observed acting over the step. This
takes account of the higher accuracy of the measurement given the larger displacement
compared to the measurement phase, and also makes allowance for the force changing with
position and changing over time due to any drifts associated with heating effects.
An example manipulation is shown in Figure 6, with details shown in Error! Reference source
not found.. It can be seen that measurements are only made in 6 of the 11 steps. A further
example of a bead being manipulated along a square trajectory is shown in a video provided
in the supplementary information35.
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VII. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

A series of experiments were performed aiming to steer beads along the sides of a square
shape of side 200µm. In each case a random start position was chosen, and the bead directed
towards a target point on the next corner of the square. This continued until either the
original position was again reached or the manipulation failed. Each traverse of the side of a
square is called a “leg” here. Both algorithms were examined, with results presented here for
30 CFM legs and 95 DM legs.
The distribution of the number of steps required to reach the target and the proportion of
successful legs is shown in Figure 7. Legs are allowed to continue until either the target is
reached (“success”) or the particle is lost by the tracking algorithm (“fail” – typically due to
the particle leaving the field of view). The CFM typically reaches the target in fewer steps that
the DM: 80% of successful legs are completed in 0-30 steps for the CFM compared to only
69% for the DM. The difference between the number of failures in each case is not significant,
as this relates mainly to legs when the bead was lost by virtue of having started close to the
edge of the field of view or an additional bead entered the field of view and confused the
algorithm.
The error between the predicted (as calculated from measurement) and the actual bead
displacements during the shifting stage is shown in Figure 8, where the positive values
indicate the actual (direction/magnitude) are greater than predicted values.
In Figure 8(b,d), the CFM shows less direction error than DM, which is anticipated as it makes
measurements more often. Both methods are similar in terms of magnitude errors Figure
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8(a,c) where the mean and standard deviation magnitude errors are 3.6 ± 71.6% and 3.4 ±
76.0% for DM and CFM respectively. These errors can be explained as likely to be resulting
from the following causes:
A) Timing: variable latencies of ±5.3 ms in communication between the code and the USB
interface caused the frequencies to be applied for periods different to those anticipated.
B) Heating effects: Changing temperatures can lead to drift in resonance frequencies that may
cause forces to differ between the testing and shifting phases. The DM does less
measurement of forces and hence less computation time, which leads to a more sustained
application of the manipulating resonances, and hence a higher temperature rise. We
typically observe a temperature rises of order 1.7 and 1.0 °C for DM and CFM respectively
during the course of a 1-minute manipulation (measured using a thermocouple on the
transducer surface), and thus expect slightly larger errors in the DM from this cause.
C) Acoustic field uniformity: The steering algorithm assumes that forces do not vary with small
changes of position in order to linearly extrapolate predicted manipulation distances.
However there will be small changes (since the manipulation steps are a significant proportion
of a wavelength), and will contribute to the errors seen, particularly when the particle
displacements approach the scale of force-field variation which is of order λ/4 (75 µm at the
levitation frequency used here). The force fields will vary between the actual start position
of the shift phase and the position at the beginning of the test phase due to the movement
caused by each measurement (see Figure 4). This can be mitigated by keep test steps as small
as possible (subject to the constraint of also keeping measurement errors resulting from
vibrational noise small). The field also varies along the path of the shift phase; this effect is
reduced by keeping the shift step size small (25 µm). However, there is a trade-off as if this
17

becomes too small, it can become overwhelmed by the offsets in position that occur during
the testing phase.
The contributions of each cause (A,B and C) are harder to quantify, however we observe that
over a shifting distance of 25 µm forces can often vary by as much as 50%.
Figure 9 compares the average manipulation velocity of the two methods. The reported value
is the average velocity that would be required if the manipulation path were straight (i.e. the
total straight distance between leg start and target divided by total manipulation time), and
does not reflect the average speed over the actual, indirect path that is taken. It can be seen
that the DM is typically faster than the CFM, which is likely to be a result of the DM measuring
forces less often.
In order to measure the forces available at each step without unduly disturbing the particle
trajectory, the displacements during the test phase are a small number of µm (typically 5-10
um), which in the presence of the vibrational noise (typically ±1 µm) leads to reasonably high
errors between the predicted and actual particle displacements at each shift step. Despite
this, the method is robust and able to successfully bring back tracked particles to the direction
of the intended target trajectory in around 96% of legs. The 3D printed and laser cut
microscope design that was employed in this study is more sensitive to such vibrations
compared to conventional microscopes. We suspect that with lower vibrational noise, it
would be possible to achieve more precise and quicker manipulation as smaller, more precise
measurement steps could be taken. Another key way to enhance manipulation speed would
be to reduce latencies in the system, which could be achieved by using a real-time operating
system, I/O hardware with lower latencies, and a camera operating with lower exposure
times and faster readout.
18

We also note that more sophisticated, model based algorithms could be employed to
significantly enhance manipulation accuracy and speed. For example the acoustic force fields
derive from periodic potential landscapes; prior knowledge of the typical wavelength scales
of these landscapes coupled with prediction based on stored values from prior locations
would give the possibility of reduced testing (through informed prediction), reducing both the
number of forces tested and how often they are tested.
Observation of the forces associated with each mode under microscopy suggests that the
lateral forces associated with each mode primarily result from radiation forces as the forces
tend act towards points rather than display significant vorticity. However it is a useful feature
of the approach taken here that the source of the forces on the particles is not important
from the point of view of the control algorithm, as it progresses by measuring the total force
from all sources at each measurement step.
Armani et al. 25, demonstrate that in a fluidic system with n degrees of freedom it is possible
to manipulate (n-1) particles independently, as also demonstrated by Zhou et al.26. In the
current device some additional forces have been obtained through the multiple PZT areas
that can be independently actuated, however the available forces are still limited, and the
existing forces overlap in terms of directions they offer. We envisage that with more
attention to device design it would be possible to create more degrees of freedom in an
acoustic device, and hence manipulate more than just one particle at a time.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a steering algorithm which uses lateral acoustic radiation forces to
control the position of micro particles. It uses feedback based on a microscope imaging
system to achieve closed loop control/steering. The successful steering legs have delivered
19

the tracked particles to within 10 µm of the target. The field of view is a natural limitation of
the current implementation, but at 0.6 x 0.5 mm is larger than many comparable techniques.
Two variations, labelled the combined forces method (CFM) and the direct method (DM),
have been explored, with trade-offs for more accurate paths vs enhanced speed respectively.
The methods do not rely on a prior knowledge of the distribution of acoustic forces within the
device, but instead measures the forces dynamically during the manipulation leg. Hence, the
methods presented are applicable to a wide range of devices and acoustic field structures.
We believe that increased precision and manipulation speed could be achieved beyond this
proof of principle study. More sophisticated and predictive algorithms could make better use
of the available data to better actuate the device, and we also anticipate designs which limit
disturbing temperature variations through wither active cooling, or alternative acoustic
design. We also note the device presented here has a rather limited number of resonances
(hence different forces) available to the algorithm and that with an alternative device design
this could be improved. Manipulating multiple particles is also a possibility in a device with
more available resonances.
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Table 1: Details of example CFM steering run.
Step

Required

Applied

Distance

Magnitude

Angular

Activated

Time at

Distance to

Direction

Modes

moved

error (µm)

error in

PZT

begin of

target (µm)

at begin

during test

(Difference

degrees

of step

phase (µm)

between

(Difference

predicted

between

and actual

predicted

magnitude)

and actual

(deg)

step
(seconds)

direction)

1

0

1&2

11.24

-5.95

9.90

Right

0

200

2

1.71

1&2

14.50

-9.28

3.69

Right

1.78

173.9

3

4.41

1&2

15.32

-9.64

9.74

Right

3.54

145.1

4

2.29

5&1

20.16

-4.99

13.80

Right

4.99

114.8

5

5.68

1&2

21.66

-10.31

1.67

Right

7.05

75.4

6

9.48

1&2

22.55

-10.03

-9.88

Right

8.13

39.3

9.35

6.4

7
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Table 2: Details of example DM steering run.
Step

Required

Applied

Distance

Magnitude

Intended

Angular

Difference

Activated

Time

Distance

Direction

Mode

moved

error (µm)

shifting

error (deg)

between

PZT

(seconds)

to target

during

(Difference

magnitude

(Difference

selected

test

between

(µm)

between

and

phase

predicted

predicted

required

(µm)

and actual

and actual

direction

magnitude)

direction)

(deg)

(deg)

(µm)

1

90.00

4

7.06

-5.28

25

-1.15

6.83

BOTH

0

200

2

91.49

3

2.88

-7.00

25

0.08

3.15

BOTH

0.63

173.7

3

92.57

5

No Test

-5.61

25

-27.24

4.81

BOTH

1.64

157.82

4

95.60

4

No Test

-8.45

25

-16.51

14.51

BOTH

2.14

140.1

5

99.48

4

5.63

-12.61

25

1.98

16.46

BOTH

2.42

126.2

6

103.80

5

No Test

-15.09

25

-17.97

24.87

BOTH

3.12

113.0

7

107.45

3

No Test

9.03

12.5

1.57

39.24

BOTH

3.60

105.9

8

115.88

4

20.28

-4.70

25

-31.25

18.84

BOTH

4.16

89.8

9

142.29

4

7.37

6.70

25

17.79

14.54

LEFT

5.65

74.1

10

148.33

4

9.89

-5.55

19.07

-5.61

13.47

LEFT

7.12

38.2

11

136.54

3

No Test

-0.97

7.63

14.32

19.97

LEFT

7.70

15.3

7.81

8.7

12
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Figure 1. Device configuration. (a) Cross-section, (b) Length section and (c) 3D representation.
The electrodes have been scored (as seen in the length section) to divide the transducer into
two electrically independent regions. The field of view in which manipulation occurs is marked
(projected onto the back of the transducer for clarity). Not to scale.

Figure 2. System hardware. A 10× objective is coupled to a camera via a fluorescence filter
and pentaprism mirror cube. It images the microfluidic chamber where ultrasonic resonances
are actuated by a PZT transducer with two electrode regions. The control algorithm based on
the PC takes input from the camera and uses an interface board and microcontroller to
communicate with DDS boards to synthesise MHz waveforms to excite resonances. The
signals are summed and amplified, then applied to the electrodes under the control of an
analogue switch.

Figure 3. Flow chart showing elements common to both steering algorithms.

Figure 4. The process of testing and measuring the five manipulation resonances and selecting
the one(s) most appropriate to reach the target. The system applies each resonance (𝐹1−5 ) in
turn and measures the resulting displacement to deduce the force on the particle. The particle
moves between five positions (𝑃1−5 ); the system then shifts the particle along the
manipulation track by applying the selected resonance (𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ). There is an error between
the predicted and actual particle position after applying the selected force due to
measurement errors, timing errors, and variation in acoustic field. Figure not to scale. (Colour
online)

Figure 5. Example steering run with CFM of a levitated 10 µm bead over a 200 µm distance
from left to right towards the target position. (a,b) The trajectory toward the target on the
right hand side, including the position at the beginning of each stage, and also the positions
(b) after each measurement displacement. (c) A magnified view highlights the two forces that
were subsequently chosen for the next shift step with a star (*). The relationship between the
zoomed views, (c), and (a) can be determined from the starting points that they both show.
A video of this sequence is shown in the supplementary information36. (Colour online)

Figure 6. Example steering run for the direct method (DM) of a levitated 10 µm bead over a
200 µm distance from top to bottom towards the target position. (a,b) The trajectory toward
the target, including the position at the beginning of each stage, and also the positions (b)
after each measurement displacement. (c) A magnified view highlights the forces that were
subsequently chosen for the next shift step with a star (*). A video of this sequence is shown
in the supplementary information37. (Colour online)
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Figure 7. Histograms showing the number of steps to a successful manipulation for a) the
combined forces method (CFM) and b) Direct method (DM). The algorithm continued in all
cases until either the bead came within the 10 µm target distance (successful legs) or the bead
was lost by the tracking code (failed legs). It can be seen that on average the CFM is more
effective at reaching the target in fewer steps than the DM. The plots represent data from 30
and 95 legs respectively.

Figure 8. The distribution of errors calculated at each step for both of the steering methods.
The error between the predicted (selected) and the actual (real) values is presented, where
the positive values indicate greater magnitudes and more clockwise direction in the actual
displacement. (b,d): CFM shows a smaller standard deviation in direction error (24 and 41
degrees for CFM and DM respectively), likely due to there being a measurement step
associated with each manipulation step (compared to the DM that relies on measurements
from previous steps). (a,c) The magnitude errors are grouped around close to zero mean, and
have similar distributions. The plots are formed from 1190 and 229 data points for the DM
and CFM methods respectively.

Figure 9. The distribution of average manipulation speed for the two different steering
methods. Only successful steering legs are included in the generation of these histograms.
The average manipulation speed over the course of a leg (from initial position to target) for
the two different steering methods have mean values of 15±11.5 and 11.2±5.6 µm/seconds
for the DM and CFM respectively. The CFM is typically slower than the DM, as a result of it
measuring forces at each step. Graphs formed from 94 and 27 data points respectively.
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